Introduction
============

All models of lexical selection start with the same assumption: that our search for words is semantically guided, such that a cohort of semantically related words becomes active, therefore requiring the system to select the appropriate entry from among a number of alternatives. Implicit in this view is the further assumption that the semantic features specified by the speaker will generally point to a single lexical node (lemma) that uniquely matches the speaker's intended semantic intent. Cases of within-language synonymy (couch/sofa) have been interpreted as the exceptions that prove the rule (e.g., Peterson and Savoy, [@B71]).

The real world, however, does not fully justify this latter assumption. Given that bilingualism is the global norm, a semantically guided search is not sufficient for most people to specify a single lexical node. Rather, a large body of evidence indicates that in bilinguals, both a target node and its translation may become active, even to the level of phonology (for a review, see Kroll et al., [@B53]). Nevertheless, bilingual speakers hardly ever produce cross-language intrusions (Poulisse and Bongaerts, [@B75]). This is sometimes termed the "hard problem" of bilingual lexical access: how do bilinguals manage to select words in the intended language, rather than their semantically equivalent translations? The answer to this question is potentially informative about theories of lexical selection in monolinguals that are currently the subject of heated debate: whether or not there is competition for selection between non-target nodes at the lexical level.

Selection by competition
------------------------

The earliest psycholinguistic studies of language production relied mainly on speech errors. However, given that the ultimate goal has been to understand successful language production, the field gradually shifted to tasks such as picture naming, where the timecourse of successful lexical retrieval could be examined. Among the earliest and most robust discoveries in this domain was that picture naming latency could be modulated by presenting a distractor word, either visually (e.g., Lupker, [@B61]) or auditorily (e.g., Schriefers et al., [@B87]). Crucially, if the distractor word belonged to the same category as the target picture (e.g., a picture of a dog with the word [cat]{.ul}[^1^](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} written on it), reaction times were slowed significantly more than if the distractor word were unrelated (e.g., a picture of a dog with the word [table]{.ul} written on it). This effect came to be known as semantic interference, and eventually led to the entire paradigm being known as picture--word interference. Subsequent studies manipulated the nature of the picture--word relationship as well as the time delay between the onset of the picture and the onset of the word, and found that semantically related distractors yielded the most interference when they were presented slightly before or at the same time as the target word. Phonologically related distractors (e.g., a picture of a dog with the word [doll]{.ul} written on it) exerted their maximal effect when presented *after* the target picture, and yielded facilitation instead of interference. These findings, among others, were interpreted as evidence for two-stage theories of lexical access. According to these theories, semantic features of the to-be-named target picture spread activation to the many lexical nodes that are connected to them. The production system must then choose which of the activated nodes should be selected for production. The distinctive tenet of models where selection is by competition is that the amount of time it takes to select a target node is a function of the activation level of non-target nodes. Thus, anything that increases the activation of non-target nodes during this stage (such as a semantically related distractor word) will make it harder for the system to select the target word, thereby slowing naming times. In contrast, the next stage of lexical access is at the phonological level. Here, activated lemmas spread activation to their associated phonological nodes, which then interface with the motor system for actual production. During this phase, the presentation of a semantically related distractor has little effect, since the target lemma has already been selected. Presenting a phonologically related distractor, however, can speed reaction times, because it will activate some of the same nodes that need to be activated for the picture naming task. These basic findings, among others, are most prominently captured in the Levelt et al. ([@B58]) WEAVER++ model, which has been a strongly dominant model of lexical access. Although the original model assumed strict seriality between the lexical and phonological stages, feed-forward cascaded activation is now widely accepted (Jescheniak and Schriefers, [@B50]; Peterson and Savoy, [@B71]; Cutting and Ferreira, [@B14]; Morsella and Miozzo, [@B68]; Navarrete and Costa, [@B70]).

However, this account is not without its challenges. For example, selection by competition predicts that distractors that share more semantic features with a target picture should engender more competition and thus lead to slower reaction times; however, Mahon et al. ([@B65]) found that semantically close distractors yielded *less* competition than semantically far distractors. In addition, selection by competition predicts that semantic interference should only arise when lexical selection is ongoing. However, Janssen et al. ([@B49]) found semantic interference even when the distractor was presented a full second after the target picture, at which point participants should have had ample time to select the target lemma. Another reported challenge is the finding that uncommon distractor words yield stronger semantic interference than common distractors (Miozzo and Caramazza, [@B67]). These and other challenges to selection by competition have motivated the resuscitation of non-competitive models of lexical selection. Although these results have not been universally accepted (Vigliocco et al., [@B96]; Rahman and Melinger, [@B77]; Hutson et al., [@B47]; Lee and de Zubicaray, [@B55]; Rahman and Aristei, [@B76]; Spalek et al., [@B89]; Janssen et al., [@B48]; Mädebach et al., [@B62]; Roelofs et al., [@B83]; Starreveld et al., [@B93]), they have inspired a revival of interest in non-competitive theories of selection. Any non-competitive theory will eventually have to account for reaction time results in picture--word interference studies. Recently, the response exclusion hypothesis (REH; Mahon et al., [@B65]) has emerged as the most promising of these accounts.

Response exclusion
------------------

The distinctive claim of non-competitive theories of lexical access is that the activation level of non-target lemmas does *not* influence the speed or difficulty of lexical access. Rather, the first lexical node to reach a critical threshold will be the one selected for production. Previous threshold models (e.g., Stemberger, [@B94]; Dell, [@B20]) fell out of favor when they struggled to account for the timecourse effects in picture--word interference studies. However, several recent studies suggest that the REH may be able to account for these effects without positing selection by competition (Finkbeiner and Caramazza, [@B29]; Finkbeiner et al., [@B30]; Mahon et al., [@B65]; Janssen et al., [@B49]; Dhooge and Hartsuiker, [@B21], [@B22]). It should be noted that Response Exclusion is not itself a full theory of lexical selection, but rather a non-competitive account of chronometric effects in picture--word experiments. Because of the central role that picture--word interference has played in the development of competitive theories, non-competitive theories must offer an explanation.

Three central ideas ground this hypothesis. First, given that humans only have one mouth, it is only possible to speak one word at a time. Selection is therefore, in the limit, forced to happen prior to articulation. But prior to articulation, there is nothing that *forces* selection in such an obvious way, and indeed the evidence for cascaded activation indicates that speakers activate the phonology of words that they do not eventually name. Thus, the REH posits that competition takes place not at an abstract lexical level, but in a pre-articulatory buffer, where the system needs to decide which set of motor commands to send to the articulators.

The model's second central tenet is that both visually and auditorily presented distractor words have a privileged relationship with the articulators in a way that pictures do not. That is, reading or hearing a word automatically engages that word's motor plan, whereas the same is not true for seeing a picture of an object. This means that when a person is confronted with a picture--word stimulus, the distractor word will reach the pre-articulatory buffer before the target picture's name.

The third and final major claim is that the speed of picture naming is a function of how easily a potential but incorrect response can be dislodged from the pre-articulatory buffer. The more response-relevant features a candidate response shares with the target, the harder it will be to dislodge that response from the buffer, leading to slower reaction times. Conversely, candidate responses that share very little with the target response are easy to exclude, leading to faster reaction times.

The model therefore has a natural explanation for semantic interference effects insofar as a distractor like [cat]{.ul} is a potential response that shares features with the target "dog," and is therefore harder to exclude than a distractor like [table]{.ul}, which shares hardly any features with "dog," and is therefore easy to exclude. The REH also predicts the observed semantic interference even in a delayed naming task (Janssen et al., [@B49]), which was problematic for models of selection by competition. In addition, the REH can handle the counterintuitive finding that low-frequency distractors slow naming more than high-frequency distractors (Miozzo and Caramazza, [@B67]); this is because high-frequency distractors are easier to process and can therefore be excluded more quickly.

However, each of these claims has been challenged. The finding that semantically far distractors interfere more than semantically close distractors has proven difficult to replicate (Lee and de Zubicaray, [@B55]), and is in contradiction with results from Vigliocco et al. ([@B96]). At least two research groups have also failed to replicate semantic interference under delayed naming conditions (Spalek et al., [@B89]; Mädebach et al., [@B62]). The distractor frequency effect is easily replicable, but both Rahman and Melinger ([@B77]) and Roelofs et al. ([@B83]) advocate competitive models that they claim can account for the data. Meanwhile, Starreveld et al. ([@B93]) conclude that the REH makes the wrong predictions about the timecourse of the distractor frequency effect and its relationship to semantic interference.

Another challenge for the REH is that semantic interference effects have been observed even without overt naming, in paradigms such as syllable decisions and phoneme monitoring (Hutson et al., [@B47]) and picture--word interference (Rahman and Aristei, [@B76]). Finally, neither Aristei et al. ([@B2]) nor Janssen et al. ([@B48]) found the expected ERP signature of response selection.

Discriminating between the models
---------------------------------

The current literature is thus complicated by inconsistent data and multiple explanatory accounts, all of which focus exclusively on monolinguals. One potential way to distinguish the theories is to ask what predictions they make about how lexical selection might operate in bilinguals, and then evaluate the extent to which the data support those predictions. Specifically, the theories make different predictions regarding how bilinguals should name pictures in the context of various within- and between-language distractor words. To assess the degree to which the various theories can account for the data, it is first necessary to outline what the relevant facts are. To that end, Part 1 of this paper reviews the published literature concerning bilingual picture--word interference studies, including quantitative analyses where they are useful. Part 2 then evaluates whether the data are predicted under the theoretical accounts above, and considers the changes that would be necessary to allow the theories to account for the data. Throughout, I identify areas where the empirical evidence is sparse, weak, or absent, and propose additional experiments that should help to further establish how lexical selection works, in both monolinguals and bilinguals.

Part 1: A Meta-Analysis of Picture--Word Studies in Bilinguals
==============================================================

Method
------

In order to evaluate the above theories, we must first establish the empirical facts. While there are certainly many experimental situations that inform these theories, I focus here on how bilinguals name pictures in the context of various distractor words. The published literature includes a relatively small number of studies of picture naming in bilinguals. However, the studies analyzed below represent data from 419 bilingual participants across 10 different conditions of interest. Across the studies, the bilingual data yield 80 independent observations of group level picture--word "effects" (related minus unrelated).

Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} lists the various distractor conditions that are relevant for monolinguals and bilinguals. For clarity and convenience, I adopt a schematic nomenclature to refer to the various types of distractors that might be presented. In each case, the subjects' task is to name a picture of a dog. Distractors are then classified on the basis of their relationship to the target word, including whether or not they belong to the target language. Translations of non-target language distractors are given in parentheses. These example distractors will then be used throughout the paper to illustrate the conditions tested in various studies and between various pairs of languages.

###### 

**Example distractors and their relationship to the target for monolinguals and bilinguals**.

  Target picture   Distractor (translation)                 Language     Relationship for monolinguals            Relationship for bilinguals
  ---------------- ---------------------------------------- ------------ ---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------
  Dog              Dog                                      Target       Target identity                          Target identity
  Dog              Cat                                      Target       Semantically related                     Semantically related
  Dog              Doll                                     Target       Phonologically related                   Phonologically related
  Dog              Putty[^a^](#tfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   Target       Phonologically related to near-synonym   Phonologically related to near-synonym
  Dog              Table                                    Target       Unrelated                                Unrelated
  Dog              Pear                                     Target       Unrelated                                Phonologically related to target's translation
  Dog              Lady                                     Target       Unrelated                                Non-target-translation is phonologically related
  Dog              Perro (dog)                              Non-target   Unrelated non-word                       Target's translation
  Dog              Gato (cat)                               Non-target   Unrelated non-word                       Semantically related in non-target language
  Dog              Dama (lady)                              Non-target   Phonologically related non-word          Phonologically related in non-target language
  Dog              Muñeca (doll)                            Non-target   Unrelated non-word                       Translation of phonologically related word in target language
  Dog              Pelo (hair)                              Non-target   Unrelated non-word                       Phonologically related to target's translation
  Dog              Mesa (table)                             Non-target   Unrelated non-word                       Unrelated in non-target language

*^a^This condition is referred to in the text by the example soda-COUCH (Jescheniak and Schriefers, [@B50]). The present example is meant to illustrate activation of a near-synonym like PUPPY*.

The bilingual data analyzed below are drawn from Hermans et al. ([@B43]), Costa and Caramazza ([@B8]), Costa et al. ([@B11]), Costa et al. ([@B10]), and Hermans ([@B42]). Older picture--word studies in bilinguals were excluded because they measured response time to entire lists rather than to individual trials, tested children, focused on orthographic effects, and/or did not compute effects relative to an unrelated baseline. Excluded papers include: Ehri and Ryan ([@B24]), Goodman et al. ([@B35]), Mägiste ([@B63], [@B64]), Rayner and Springer ([@B79]), and Smith and Kirsner ([@B88]).

One additional study was excluded from quantitative analysis, but is theoretically informative. Knupsky and Amrhein ([@B51]) studied phonological facilitation through translation in bilinguals who named pictures in both their dominant and non-dominant language. Their conditions are directly comparable to those included below, but their naming times are orders of magnitude larger than those observed in any other study. Effects that hover around 20--50 ms in most papers were on the order of several hundred milliseconds, including two conditions reporting facilitation effects of more than 1000 ms. This is presumably because the authors intentionally avoided repeating stimuli during the experiment; each picture--word pair was encountered only once. While these results are meaningful and internally consistent, introducing them into a meta-analysis would yield more confusion than clarity, and thus they are discussed independently.

Unless otherwise noted, the methodology employed for the meta-analysis was as follows. The mean reaction times for each group of subjects were organized by distractor type (e.g., semantically related, phonologically related, unrelated, etc.). The effects of interest were calculated by subtracting reaction times in the unrelated condition from reaction times in each of the related conditions in turn: thus, a positive number indicates interference while a negative number indicates facilitation. Multiple regression was performed on the effects from each relevant group of subjects reported in the above literature. The dependent variable was always a reaction time measure: either raw reaction time, or the size of a particular effect (related minus unrelated). It was important to control for stimulus-onset asynchrony (SOA), which is known to have a strong impact on naming latencies. Because these effects are typically strongest at one SOA and fall off on either side, SOA was treated as a quadratic regressor. However, none of the timecourse effects proved to be relevant for adjudicating between the various models; therefore, those results will not be discussed in detail here.

Whether bilinguals named the pictures in their dominant or non-dominant language was another potential source of variance. The bilinguals in the following analyses were generally proficient in both languages; however, they ranged from late bilinguals having at least 5--6 years of classroom instruction (Costa and Caramazza, [@B8]; Hermans, [@B42]) to being extremely proficient and balanced native bilinguals (Costa et al., [@B11], [@B10]), with some in between (Hermans et al., [@B43]). Proficiency and degree of language dominance have been shown to influence performance in other psycholinguistic paradigms such as cued language switching (e.g., Costa and Santesteban, [@B12]; Costa et al., [@B13]). To see whether proficiency influenced behavior in a picture--word context, I examined raw reaction times in the unrelated condition when subjects named pictures in L1 vs. L2. Because the unrelated condition forms the basis of all other effect calculations, it was important to establish whether language dominance influenced naming times. Multiple regression was performed on raw naming times in the unrelated condition, with SOA (continuous) as a quadratic regressor, and target dominance (L1 vs. L2) and distractor dominance (L1 vs. L2) as logistic regressors. Neither target dominance \[*F*(1,37) = 0.03, *p* = 0.88\] nor distractor dominance \[*F*(1,37) = 0.16, *p* = 0.69\] accounted for significant variance (both \<1%) suggesting that these subjects are equally skilled at naming pictures in both their languages. Therefore, language dominance will not be considered in the analyses to follow.

It is worth noting that very low-proficiency bilinguals were not tested in any of these papers, and might behave differently. Low-proficiency might mean reduced automaticity of reading an L2 distractor word, for example, in which case one might expect generally weaker effects. Or, if the task is to name in L2, an L1 distractor might exert a disproportionately strong effect. In both cases, it seems likely that proficiency would only modulate the strength of a given effect, not its overall pattern, especially considering that in most cases, the results of interest are calculated with respect to processing an unrelated distractor in the same-language. The stability of patterns in the current data across early/late, balanced/unbalanced, and medium/high proficiency bilinguals is consistent with this view. Furthermore, if we take beginning readers as a model of low-proficiency bilinguals (since they too would be less skilled at processing a written distractor), we find reliable interference even from early stages of reading (Stroop: Comalli et al., [@B5]; Schiller, [@B86]; Guttentag and Haith, [@B39], [@B40]; Picture--Word: Rosinsky et al., [@B85]; Ehri, [@B23]; Ehri and Wilce, [@B25]; Rosinsky, [@B84]). Even children with reading disabilities show large Stroop effects (Das, [@B17]; Everatt et al., [@B27]; Faccioli et al., [@B28]). Therefore, while the performance of low-proficiency bilinguals remains an empirical question, the data discussed below seem likely to generalize to bilinguals with more than a minimal degree of L2 proficiency.

Results
-------

### Basic PWI effects ([dog]{.ul}, [cat]{.ul}, and [doll]{.ul})

Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} compares the performance of bilinguals to that of monolinguals in the three most basic conditions in the picture--word paradigm: an identity distractor ([dog]{.ul}, Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A), a semantically related distractor ([cat]{.ul}, Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B), and a phonologically related distractor ([doll]{.ul}, Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}C). Monolingual data for this comparison were drawn from a thorough but non-exhaustive review of the studies that used these types of distractors. I aimed to include papers whose data made significant contributions to the theoretical issues at stake. The following papers contributed the data for monolingual speakers: Glaser and Düngelhoff ([@B33]), Schriefers et al. ([@B87]), Starreveld and La Heij ([@B91]), Starreveld and La Heij ([@B92]), Jescheniak and Schriefers ([@B50]), Damian and Martin ([@B16]), Cutting and Ferreira ([@B14]), Starreveld ([@B90]), and Damian and Bowers ([@B15]). These papers provide data from 738 participants. As can be seen from Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, these distractors have the same relationship to the target for monolinguals and bilinguals; thus, all models predict that the populations should not differ, which proves to be the case.

![**Monolinguals and bilinguals do not differ in (A) target identity facilitation, (B) semantic interference, or (C) phonological facilitation, with target language distractors**. *Y*-axis in all graphs represents milliseconds.](fpsyg-02-00381-g001){#F1}

When the target response is itself presented as a distractor ([dog]{.ul}), both monolinguals and bilinguals are faster to say "dog" than in the context of an unrelated distractor like [table]{.ul}. The population variable (monolingual vs. bilingual) accounts for no variance (0%) in the size of the target identity facilitation effect \[*F*(1,37) = 0.002, *p* = 0.96\].

When the distractor refers to something that belongs to the same category as the target ([cat]{.ul}), both monolinguals and bilinguals are slower to say "dog" than in the presence of an unrelated distractor. Again, population accounts for less than 1% of the variance in this semantic interference effect \[*F*(1,56) = 0.16, *p* = 0.69\].

Finally, when the distractor shares phonology with the target ([doll]{.ul}), both monolinguals and bilinguals are faster to say "dog" than in the presence of an unrelated distractor. Population explains only 2% of the variance that SOA does not \[*F*(1,38) = 0.72, *p* = 0.40\].

Having established that bilinguals behave in predictable ways compared to monolinguals, we can now ask how bilinguals behave when the distractors engage (directly or indirectly) various responses in the non-target language.

### Translation facilitation ([perro]{.ul})

One obvious first step is to ask how bilinguals respond when the distractor word (e.g., [perro]{.ul}) is the translation of the target word (e.g., "dog"). Under these conditions, bilinguals are significantly faster to say "dog" than when the distractor is an unrelated word in the non-target language (e.g., [mesa]{.ul}). The timecourse of the facilitation is strongest at early SOAs (−200 to −100 ms), waning to non-significance by +200 ms SOA (Costa and Caramazza, [@B8]; Costa et al., [@B11]; Hermans, [@B42]). Interestingly, this facilitation has a similar timecourse to, but is much weaker than, the facilitation observed with the target identity distractor [dog]{.ul}, as shown in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. After controlling for SOA, language membership accounts for an additional 58.2 of the variance, with [dog]{.ul} exerting a much stronger facilitatory effect \[*F*(1,13) = 32.04, *p* \< 0.001\]. This difference in magnitude combined with the fact that [perro]{.ul}'s effect wanes to non-significance before [dog]{.ul}'s may reflect direct input-to-output phonological activation that is beneficial from [dog]{.ul} but not from [perro]{.ul}; however, cascaded activation from within the production system may also contribute.

![**Stronger facilitation for target than target-translation distractors**.](fpsyg-02-00381-g002){#F2}

### Semantically related words in the non-target language ([gato]{.ul})

In the case of semantically related words, bilinguals experience semantic interference over a similar timecourse for distractors in both the target language ([cat]{.ul}) and non-target language ([gato]{.ul}), with the strongest effects between −150 and +150 ms SOA (Hermans et al., [@B43]; Costa and Caramazza, [@B8]; Costa et al., [@B11], [@B10]). Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates that unlike the case of [perro]{.ul} and [dog]{.ul} above, a non-target language distractor like [gato]{.ul} interferes to the same degree as a target language distractor like [cat]{.ul}. After controlling for SOA, adding language as a regressor accounts for less than 1% additional variance \[*F*(1,20) = 0.22, *p* = 0.64\].

![**Equivalent semantic interference from target language and non-target language distractors**.](fpsyg-02-00381-g003){#F3}

### Non-target distractors that share phonology with the target ([dama]{.ul})

As seen above with distractors like [doll]{.ul}, words in the non-target language that are directly phonologically related to the target (e.g., [dama]{.ul}) should also yield facilitation thanks to the input-to-output connections between the comprehension and production systems. Indeed, facilitatory effects are observed at SOAs ranging from −200 to +200 ms (Hermans et al., [@B43]; Costa et al., [@B11], [@B10]). As with [doll]{.ul}, facilitation from [dama]{.ul} is still robust at positive SOAs by which time semantically related distractors no longer interfere.

After controlling for SOA, the distractor's language membership accounts for an additional 23.1% of the variance, with target language distractors ([doll]{.ul}) yielding stronger facilitation \[*F*(1,18) = 6.44, *p* \< 0.05\] than non-target language distractors ([dama]{.ul}). This additional facilitation cannot be due to target language distractors sharing more segments with the picture name than non-target language distractors; *t*-tests revealed no significant differences (all *p* values \> 0.3). Because the representation of similar phonemes might differ slightly between languages, it is possible that non-target language distractors like [dama]{.ul} are simply less effective phonological primes than target language distractors like [doll]{.ul}. These data are illustrated in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}.

![**Stronger phonological interference for target language distractors**.](fpsyg-02-00381-g004){#F4}

In theory, monolinguals too should experience phonological facilitation from distractors like [dama]{.ul}, which would be, to them, non-words. However, they would have facilitation from only one source (direct input-to-output mappings) whereas bilinguals might also benefit from activation that cascades down from the lexical node for [dama]{.smallcaps} (which is absent in monolinguals). While some evidence suggests that monolinguals do experience phonological facilitation from non-words, the stimuli are suboptimal in that visually presented distractors differed in word shape (Posnansky and Rayner, [@B72]; Rayner and Posnansky, [@B78]), and auditorily presented distractors contained no information that was *inconsistent* with the target word (e.g., [da]{.ul} rather than [dapo]{.ul}; Starreveld, [@B90]). Given the theoretical importance of assessing how activation at lemma and lexeme levels influences naming times, future studies should test monolinguals and bilinguals using distractors like [dama]{.ul} for both groups. The measure to which bilinguals experience *more* facilitation than monolinguals provides a measure of the contribution of facilitation at the lexical level, over and above direct input-to-output mappings.

### Phonological facilitation through translation into non-target language ([lady]{.ul})

Another way to address the contribution of lexical factors to phonological priming is to ask how reaction times would be affected by presenting a distractor like [lady]{.ul}, which is the target language translation of *dama*. Monolinguals would presumably treat [lady]{.ul} as a totally unrelated distractor, but it is conceivable that bilinguals might covertly activate the phonology of its translation, *dama*, and thus show facilitation. The only test of such distractors included in this meta-analysis did not find evidence of such facilitation (Costa et al., [@B11]; Expt 6). However, Knupsky and Amrhein ([@B51]) did find such evidence in a similar study, as discussed below. This pattern of results suggests that the majority of phonological facilitation is due to sub-lexical sources: direct input-to-output connects that do not rely on accessing a word's lemma or lexeme. However, it would be premature to rule out any contribution of lexical factors. It is possible that [lady]{.ul} does activate its translation, *dama*, which then cascades activation to its phonological units. The effect may simply be too weak to be easily observable with standard methods, given that [dama]{.ul} is significantly less effective at priming "dog" even when directly activated.

### Phonological facilitation through translation into target language ([muñeca]{.ul})

This same question can be raised, then, with regard to distractors whose translations are phonologically related to the target: for example, [muñeca]{.ul}, whose translation is *doll*. If the non-target language distractor [muñeca]{.ul} activates its translation equivalent, [doll]{.smallcaps}, then facilitation might be expected, and might be easier to observe than with [lady]{.ul}, since [doll]{.ul} is a more effective prime for "dog" than [dama]{.ul}. The data here are somewhat equivocal. When comparing distractors like [muñeca]{.ul} to unrelated distractor words which were never used as potential names in the experiment, both Costa et al., [@B11], Expts 5 and 7) and Hermans ([@B42]) failed to find evidence of such facilitation. However, when comparing [muñeca]{.ul} against unrelated distractors whose names were potential responses, Hermans found significant phonological facilitation at −100 ms SOA. These data are displayed in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}. Hermans argues that these effects emerge when subjects have reason to access the distractors' translations. It could also be that −100 ms is simply the best SOA at which to observe these effects.

![**Mixed results for distractors in the non-target language whose translations are phonologically related to the target ([muñeca]{.ul}, translates to *doll*)**.](fpsyg-02-00381-g005){#F5}

Still, the discrepancy between the findings of Costa et al. ([@B11]) and those of Hermans ([@B42]) calls for additional investigation. In a similar study, Knupsky and Amrhein ([@B51]) explored this phonological facilitation through translation in a paradigm designed to minimize stimulus repetition, which characterizes most PWI experiments. Their subjects saw each target item only once, and this is reflected in the much longer reaction times they report. Their results revealed significant facilitation for both [lady]{.ul} and [muñeca]{.ul} at 0 ms SOA, which was the only SOA tested. Taken together, these results imply that there *can be* lexical contributions to the phonological facilitation effect, although they seem to exert less of an influence than direct input-to-output activation. However, these effects are clearly less robust than other effects, and care should be taken to avoid overinterpreting them until more data are available.

### Phonological neighbors of the target's translation ([pear]{.ul} and [pelo]{.ul})

In monolinguals, interference has been observed when presenting a distractor word that is phonologically related to a near-synonym of the target (Jescheniak and Schriefers, [@B50]). In their study, presenting [soda]{.ul} as a distractor made subjects slower to name "couch" than when a distractor like [apple]{.ul} was presented. Their interpretation of these results was that [soda]{.ul} activated [sofa]{.smallcaps}, which competed for selection with [couch]{.smallcaps}. In bilinguals, this then raises the possibility that interference might result if distractors are presented that are phonologically related to the target's translation (since the translation is, by definition, a near-synonym). According to theories where lexical selection is competitive (e.g., Levelt et al., [@B58]), the strongest semantic competitor ought to be the lemma that shares the most semantic properties with the target. For a bilingual, that would be the target's translation (*perro*, for the target "dog"). Therefore, the question of interest regards the behavior of distractors that are phonologically similar to the target's translation (*perro*), whether in the target language ([pear]{.ul}), or in the non-target language ([pelo]{.ul}). As seen in Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, effects of these distractors tend to be weaker, but that is to be expected for all such mediated effects. When significant, both [pear]{.ul} (Hermans et al., [@B43]) and [pelo]{.ul} (Hermans et al., [@B43]; Costa et al., [@B10]) have yielded interference. The scattered nature of the observed effects results in a regression where neither SOA nor target-distractor relationship reaches statistical significance. SOA accounts for only 8.4% of the variance (linear and quadratic *F*s \< 1.1, both *p*s \> 0.3). Whether the distractor is in the target ([pear]{.ul}) or non-target ([pelo]{.ul}) language accounts for an additional 10.4% of the variance. In general, [pelo]{.ul} tends to produce stronger interference than [pear]{.ul}, but with only four data points in the latter condition, this tendency does not approach statistical significance \[*F*(1,10) = 1.28, *p* = 0.28\]. Nevertheless, there is no shortage of observations that these distractors slow naming times in bilinguals. The explanation offered by Hermans et al. ([@B43]) is that this interference is due to the distractors activating the lemma for [perro]{.smallcaps}, and it is generally easier to phonologically activate nodes in the same-language (cf. the increased phonological facilitation for [doll]{.ul} over [dama]{.ul}).

![**Distractors that are phonologically related to the target's translation yield interference whether they're in the target ([pear]{.ul}) or non-target ([pelo]{.ul}) language**.](fpsyg-02-00381-g006){#F6}

The data from [pear]{.ul}*/*[pelo]{.ul} and [perro]{.ul} raise an interesting paradox. Recall that [pear]{.ul}*/*[pelo]{.ul} were chosen as distractors because they were theorized to be phonologically related to a semantic competitor of the target (cf. [soda]{.ul}-[couch]{.smallcaps} from Jescheniak and Schriefers, [@B50]). In this case, that supposed competitor was the translation identity, [perro]{.smallcaps}. However, when [perro]{.ul} itself is presented as a distractor, it yields facilitation, not interference. This puzzle was investigated further by Costa et al. ([@B7]), who found that in a classic Stroop task, distractor words analogous to [pelo]{.ul} did not slow reaction times more than unrelated distractor words analogous to [mesa]{.ul}. They advise caution when relying on this condition to adjudicate between theories, as it is apparently more robust in some paradigms than others. Nevertheless, the authors also acknowledge that having a small response set, as in Stroop tasks, makes the effect more likely to disappear. Given that natural language production has a very large response set, I would argue that when considering conflicting results from different paradigms, we should more heavily weight those whose task demands more closely approximate natural production: in this case, picture--word studies. Even still, this does not resolve the [pelo--perro]{.ul} paradox. The models reviewed below acknowledge this apparent puzzle, but differ in their proposed solutions.

### Unrelated distractors in the target vs. non-target language ([table]{.ul} vs. [mesa]{.ul})

One final result worth mentioning regards the difference in raw reaction time between unrelated words in the target language ([table]{.ul}) and the non-target language ([mesa]{.ul}). Some researchers have found evidence that unrelated distractors in the target language yield longer reaction times than unrelated distractors in the non-target language (Costa and Caramazza, [@B8]; Costa et al., [@B11]). This finding, termed the "language effect," has been strongly interpreted by some authors (e.g., Costa et al., [@B11]; Finkbeiner et al., [@B30]). Unlike the effects above, the dependent variable here is not a subtraction measure; instead, raw reaction times are of interest. Therefore, rather than directly comparing reaction times across groups, a more appropriate analysis is to consider the difference between target language and non-target language distractors for each group of subjects that was tested in both conditions. This approach yields 14 pairs of data points, each of which comes from the same population tested on the same items at the same SOA. A paired *t*-test reveals that unrelated distractors in the target language do yield significantly longer naming times than unrelated distractors in the non-target language \[*t*(13) = 3.22, *p* \< 0.01\].

The task facing a model of bilingual lexical access is now clear. Without losing the ability to account for the basic similarities between monolinguals and bilinguals, a successful model of bilingual lexical access must also explain:

1.  why [perro]{.ul} yields facilitation, but to a lesser extent than [dog]{.ul}

2.  why [gato]{.ul} yields semantic interference that is as strong as [cat]{.ul}

3.  why [dama]{.ul} yields phonological facilitation that is weaker than [doll]{.ul}

4.  why [muñeca]{.ul} produces weak facilitation, but more than [lady]{.ul}

5.  why [pear]{.ul} and [pelo]{.ul} yield interference when [perro]{.ul} itself facilitates

6.  why unrelated target language distractors ([table]{.ul}) yield longer RTs than unrelated distractors in the non-target language ([mesa]{.ul}).

Part 2: Evaluating the Models
=============================

Bilingual lexical selection by lexical competition between both languages: The multilingual processing model
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Models that adopt the assumption of competition for selection at the lexical level generally share the same basic architecture as the implemented WEAVER++ model (Levelt et al., [@B58]). Adaptations of this model for bilingual speakers generally posit that lemmas are "tagged" for language membership, and that a speaker's intention to use a particular language is represented in the pre-verbal message. The challenge for these models is to explain how that pre-verbal intention ensures that the intended lexical node in the target language is more active than its equivalent in the non-target language. At least three such mechanisms have been proposed: (1) positing that the pre-verbal message is semantically specific enough to preferentially activate the lexical node in the target language (Concept Selection Model; La Heij, [@B54]), (2) reactively inhibiting nodes in the non-target language (Inhibitory Control Model; Green [@B36], [@B37], [@B38]), and (3) boosting the activation of all lexical nodes in the target language (Multilingual Processing Model; de Bot, [@B18]). The viability of the Concept Selection model (La Heij, [@B54]) has been seriously compromised by persistent evidence that lexical (and sub-lexical) nodes in the unintended language do become active and influence naming times. It is now widely agreed that the solution to bilingual lexical selection is not that easy. Evidence for inhibition, however, is more readily attested. The language switching literature has been the primary focus of evidence in favor of inhibitory accounts. Some studies focus on the finding that bilinguals sometimes take longer to switch from L2 into L1 (e.g., Meuter and Allport, [@B66]), while others argue that a more reliable sign of inhibition is slower RTs for L1 trials than L2 trials in a switching/mixing context (Gollan and Ferreira, [@B34]).

Not all researchers accept that these data are indicative of universal features of lexical access in bilinguals. For example, Costa and colleagues demonstrate that switch cost asymmetries are modulated by proficiency (Costa and Santesteban, [@B12]; Costa et al., [@B13]). According to such views, inhibition may be involved for some but not all bilinguals, potentially undermining claims that inhibitory processes are a core component of lexical access in bilinguals. Additional arguments against using language switching to index inhibition come researchers arguing that: (1) the findings can be explained without inhibition at all (Roelofs, [@B82]), and (2) aspects of the results have more to do with task switching than language switching, urging caution when using these tasks to model lexical selection (Finkbeiner et al., [@B31]).

It should be noted, however, that evidence suggesting that inhibition plays some role in bilingual language production can be found in other paradigms, including picture naming (Levy et al., [@B59]) semantic fluency (Linck et al., [@B60]), semantic competitor priming (Lee and Williams, [@B56]), and in speaking L3 (for a review, see Cenoz, [@B3]).

Given the consensus against Concept Selection and the controversy surrounding Inhibitory Control, I will focus instead on a model that has received relatively little attention in the literature: the Multilingual Processing Model (MPM -- de Bot, [@B18]; see also de Bot and Schreuder, [@B19]).

Like other models in this family, the MPM is largely based on the monolingual research of Levelt and colleagues (Levelt, [@B57]; Roelofs, [@B81]; Levelt et al., [@B58]). As shown in Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, the pre-verbal message contains information about the semantic content of the intended utterance, as well as the language in which it should be spoken. These two types of information flow to separate representations: conceptual information directly and equivalently activates lemmas in both languages, while language intent flows to an external language node, which is connected to both the lemmas and the lexemes (and/or phonemes) belonging to that language. Having this node represented outside of the pre-verbal message accomplishes several functions. Most importantly, as in all models of this type, it solves the hard problem of bilingual lexical access by allowing the speaker's intention to use a given language to bias the level of activation of all nodes in that language. In addition, by being independently connected to the lexical and phonological levels, it allows for cases in which a speaker selects lemmas from one language and sounds from another, such as when deliberately speaking with a foreign accent. Because each language has its own external node with its own connections to lemmas and lexemes, this model is also easily scaled up to account for people who know three or more languages.

![**A schematic illustration of de Bot's ([@B18]) multilingual processing model**. When a speaker intends to name in English, Spanish nodes may receive activation and do compete for selection. However, the speaker's intention biases activation such that target language nodes are always more active than their translations.](fpsyg-02-00381-g007){#F7}

The MPM provides a relatively straightforward account of picture naming in bilinguals. Because it shares its basic architecture with WEAVER++, it predicts that bilinguals and monolinguals should not differ in target identity facilitation ([dog]{.ul}), semantic interference ([cat]{.ul}), and phonological facilitation ([doll]{.ul}), as is the case. The more interesting effects are those where bilinguals are predicted to differ from monolinguals.

First, because the MPM allows conceptual activation to flow to lemmas in the non-target language, and because all activated lemmas are considered candidates for selection, the model predicts that distractors like [gato]{.ul} should yield interference. More specifically, because conceptual activation flows equally to lemmas in the target and non-target language, [cat]{.smallcaps} and [gato]{.smallcaps} should become equally active. However, activation from the language node should break this tie, making [cat]{.smallcaps} more active than [gato]{.smallcaps}. Is this problematic for the model, given the finding that [cat]{.ul} and [gato]{.ul} produce the same-size semantic interference effect?

Contrary to the claims of Costa et al. ([@B11]) and Finkbeiner et al. ([@B30]), the existence of the language node does *not* predict that the size of the semantic interference effect will be greater for [cat]{.ul} than for [gato]{.ul}. Recall that the semantic interference effect is computed with respect to an unrelated baseline. It is true that the language node biases the overall level of activation for nodes in the target language, but this applies equally to all nodes in the language, including unrelated distractors like [table]{.ul} and [mesa]{.ul}. Thus, the baseline increase in activation between target and non-target nodes is factored out when computing the semantic interference effect. The model *does* predict, however, that a language bias should be detectable in raw reaction times; it should simply take longer to say "dog" in the presence of [cat]{.ul} than [gato]{.ul}. This comparison appears only five times within subjects in the available literature; thus, a meta-analysis suffers from very low power. Nevertheless, a trend in the predicted direction is observed: speakers needed an average of 23 ms longer to name "dog" in the presence of [cat]{.ul} than of [gato]{.ul} \[*t*(4) = 2.06, one-tailed *p* = 0.054\].

The "language effect" described above can be better evaluated by examining raw reaction times in the unrelated condition, where more data are available. Because the language node confers a general level of activation to all nodes in the target language, the MPM predicts that unrelated distractors in the target language (e.g., [table]{.ul}) should cause a greater delay in naming "dog" than equally unrelated distractors in the non-target language (e.g., [mesa]{.ul}). Recall that in a meta-analysis of the 28 relevant data points, a small but significant effect emerged. Distractors like [table]{.ul} increased naming time by about 14 ms relative to distractors like [mesa]{.ul} \[*t*(13) = 3.22, *p* \< 0.01\]. Thus, it appears that the model's prediction is indeed born out by the data.

The MPM can also account for the small but significant facilitation observed from distractors like [muñeca]{.ul}, whose translations (*doll*) are phonologically similar to the target. If, as monolingual research suggests, distractor words activate their lemmas, a distractor like [muñeca]{.ul} will spread some of its activation up through shared conceptual nodes and back down to its translation equivalent lemma, [doll]{.smallcaps}. Cascaded activation then allows [doll]{.smallcaps} to pass some of its activation down to the phonological level, where it activates nodes shared by the target response, "dog," yielding facilitation. This is quite a long path to traverse, however, and so any activation will be much weaker than that induced by [doll]{.ul} itself, as is the case. Still, [muñeca]{.ul} should yield stronger phonological facilitation than a distractor like [lady]{.ul}. In order for [lady]{.ul} to differ from an unrelated word, it would have to pass activation from its lemma to its translation ([dama]{.smallcaps}) which would then pass activation to its lexeme through cascading. However, as established above, [dama]{.ul} produces weaker phonological facilitation than [doll]{.ul}; thus, its effects are even less likely to be observed. Accordingly, these effects have been difficult to observe, but when significant, they have yielded facilitation (Costa et al., [@B11]; Hermans, [@B42]; Knupsky and Amrhein, [@B51]).

The MPM shares with WEAVER++ the assumption that lexical selection is a competitive process. Therefore, distractors that activate lemmas that share semantic features with the target should increase naming times more than unrelated distractors, regardless of which language they belong to. This was shown to be the case with [cat]{.ul} and [gato]{.ul} above. The model predicts that distractors like [pear]{.ul} and [pelo]{.ul} should also cause interference relative to an unrelated baseline. As outlined above, presenting [pear]{.ul} or [pelo]{.ul} as a distractor activates a cohort of lemmas, which includes [perro]{.smallcaps}, the target's translation. Because the lemma for [perro]{.smallcaps} also receives activation from the conceptual level, it should compete with [dog]{.smallcaps} for selection more than an unrelated distractor. Once again, the data are in accordance with the model's prediction. Both [pear]{.ul} and [pelo]{.ul} are found to yield interference when compared to unrelated distractors like [table]{.ul} and [mesa]{.ul}[^2^](#fn2){ref-type="fn"}.

Perhaps the most central prediction of not just the MPM, but all models in this family, is that when a bilingual intends to name an object, the strongest competitor should be the lemma of its translation equivalent: whereas a lemma like [cat]{.smallcaps} shares many semantic features with the target, the translation equivalent shares *all* of the target's semantic features. The fact that successful naming is still achieved can be accounted for by virtue of the language node biasing activation in the target's favor. However, when the target's translation (*perro*) is overtly presented as a distractor, interference ought to be at its strongest, and naming times should be especially slowed relative to an unrelated distractor. Here, however, the data do not appear to support the model. Distractors like [perro]{.ul} result in significant facilitation, rather than the predicted interference, although the facilitation is considerably weaker than what is observed with the target name, [dog]{.ul}, is presented as a distractor. The reliability of this effect is not in question; since being first observed by Costa and Caramazza ([@B8]), it has been replicated a series of experiments testing both balanced (Costa et al., [@B11]) and non-balanced bilinguals (Hermans, [@B42]).

I will argue later that it may be possible for the Multilingual Processing Model to account for facilitation from distractors like [perro]{.ul} (see Hermans, [@B41]). Here, I note only that this discovery was instrumental in motivating alternative accounts of lexical access in bilinguals, including both the language-specific selection model (LSSM) and the REH.

Language-specific selection model: Lexical selection by competition within only the target language
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

One observation that has been noted about the bilingual picture naming data is that distractors in the non-target language yield the same kind of effect as their target language translations. [Cat]{.ul} and [gato]{.ul} both yield interference, and as has just been noted, [dog]{.ul} and [perro]{.ul} both yield facilitation. These facts led Costa and colleagues to propose that although nodes in the non-target language may become active, they are simply not considered as candidates for selection (Costa, [@B6]). According to the Language-Specific Selection Model (LSSM), the speaker's intention to speak in a particular language is represented as one feature of the pre-verbal message. The LSSM solves the hard problem by preventing nodes in the non-target language from entering into competition for selection, although they may still become activated. Following Roelofs ([@B81], [@B82]), the language specified in the pre-verbal message forms the basis of a "response set," such that only lexical nodes whose language tags belong to the response set will be considered for selection. More formally, only the activation level of nodes in the target language is entered into the denominator of the Luce choice ratio. The LSSM is illustrated in Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}.

![**A schematic illustration of the language-specific selection model (Costa, [@B6])**. Lexical candidates in Spanish may become active, but their activation level is not considered during lexical selection. Spanish distractors influence naming times by activating their English translations.](fpsyg-02-00381-g008){#F8}

The proposed restriction on selection at the lexical level does not prohibit nodes in the non-target language from receiving or spreading activation. Active lexical nodes in the non-target language are expected to activate their associated phonology to some degree through cascading, and are also expected to activate their translations through shared conceptual features. The fact that these pathways are open allows the LSSM to propose that the semantic interference observed from distractors like [gato]{.ul} does not reflect competition for selection between [dog]{.smallcaps} and [gato]{.smallcaps}. Instead, they argue that the interference results from [gato]{.ul} activating its translation node, [cat]{.smallcaps}, which then competes with [dog]{.smallcaps} for selection. The chief advantage of this model is that it provides a straightforward explanation of why [perro]{.ul} facilitates naming when the MPM and other models in that family incorrectly predict interference. According to this account, [perro]{.ul} activates [perro]{.smallcaps}, which spreads activation to [dog]{.smallcaps} without itself being considered for selection.

One curious feature of the LSSM is the claim that distractors like [gato]{.ul} will activate the lemma for [cat]{.smallcaps} just as strongly as [cat]{.ul} would (the same goes for [perro]{.ul} activating [dog]{.smallcaps}). Costa et al. ([@B10]) were explicit about this "automatic translation" assumption.

> ...\[T\]he lexical nodes in the response lexicon are activated to equal degrees regardless of the language in which the distractor is presented... A critical feature of this hypothesis is "automatic translation": a word distractor is assumed to activate its output lexical representations in the two languages of the bilingual speaker... This hypothesis also assumes that the lexical nodes in the two languages are activated to the same degree. (p. 377)

This assumption was included to explain why [cat]{.ul} and [gato]{.ul} produced the same degree of interference. Costa and colleagues reasoned that if, as the MPM claims, the lexical node for [cat]{.smallcaps} is more strongly activated by [cat]{.ul} than by [gato]{.ul}, then [cat]{.ul} should yield greater interference than [gato]{.ul}. However, I have argued above that this is not the correct prediction. Because semantic interference effects are calculated with respect to an unrelated distractor word in the same language, any baseline increase in activation for the target language over the non-target language is factored out in the subtraction. Therefore, it is at best unnecessary to assume automatic translation. At worst, doing so leads the model to make the wrong prediction about raw reaction times. If distractors automatically activated their translations, then the raw reaction times for saying "dog" in the presence of [cat]{.ul} should be the same as saying "dog" in the presence of [gato]{.ul}. However, the limited data available indicate that subjects tend to need more time to say "dog" in the presence of [cat]{.ul}. A stronger test of this point is to examine picture naming times for unrelated distractors in the target ([table]{.ul}) and non-target ([mesa]{.ul}) languages. Doing so reveals that bilinguals need more time to say "dog" in the presence of [table]{.ul} than in the presence of [mesa]{.ul}. These findings constitute a strong argument for discarding the "automatic translation" assumption.

Does discarding this assumption have other consequences for the LSSM? One concern to which Costa et al. ([@B11]) devote attention is the finding that [dog]{.ul} confers more facilitation than [perro]{.ul}. If both of these distractors were equally effective at activating the lexical node for [dog]{.smallcaps}, it might seem that they should facilitate equally. However, [dog]{.ul} also shares phonological information with the target response "dog," which [perro]{.ul} does not; thus, regardless of how strongly distractor words activate their translations, the LSSM can still explain stronger facilitation from [dog]{.ul} than from [perro]{.ul}.

Discarding the automatic translation assumption becomes more relevant when considering distractors like [muñeca]{.ul}. If [muñeca]{.ul} activated [doll]{.smallcaps} as much as [doll]{.ul} did, we would expect to see facilitation that was as strong as that produced by [doll]{.ul}. To the contrary, Costa et al. ([@B11]) found no facilitation. Rather than questioning the automatic translation assumption, their interpretation was that activation from the lexical level does not contribute to phonological facilitation. This claim forces the LSSM to predict that phonological facilitation should never be observed unless a related distractor is overtly presented. This is at odds with other observations of phonological facilitation through translation (Hermans, [@B42]; Knupsky and Amrhein, [@B51]). These authors find that distractors like [muñeca]{.ul} do interfere, but weakly: exactly as expected if distractors do activate their translations, but to a lesser extent.

It seems to be the case, then, that when this unmotivated and unnecessary assumption is dropped from Costa's model, the LSSM can account for all of the data reviewed thus far. However, there remains one class of distractors that is problematic even for this revised version of the model: [pear]{.ul} and [pelo]{.ul}.

Recall that according to the LSSM, lexical nodes in the non-target language do not enter into competition for selection. Therefore, any distractor that activates the target's translation should have a facilitatory effect, because the target is not itself a competitor, but does spread activation to its translation, which is the target. In the revised version of the model proposed above, this effect might be small, but if anything, it should be in a facilitatory direction. Unfortunately, the data are at odds with this prediction. As first noticed by Hermans et al. ([@B43]), and subsequently replicated by Costa et al. ([@B10]), distractors like [pelo]{.ul} cause significant interference across a wide range of SOAs, from −300 to +150 ms, although at each SOA a combination of significant and null effects have been obtained across experiments. In general, [pelo]{.ul} interferes more at earlier SOAs. Significant interference has also been obtained from distractors like [pear]{.ul}, which belong to the target language, but are phonologically related to the target's translation. This effect was only observed at 0 ms SOA (Hermans et al., [@B43]). These distractors are conceptually unrelated to the target, and therefore should not differ from unrelated distractors like [table]{.ul} and [mesa]{.ul}, except that they share phonological structure with the target's translation, *perro*. If Costa's model were correct, this should result in facilitation, but instead causes interference. This seems to be at least as problematic for the LSSM as facilitation from [perro]{.ul} was for the Multilingual Processing Model. Whether or not either of these models can be fully reconciled to the data is explored below.

Lexical selection by competition: Toward a possible synthesis
-------------------------------------------------------------

I have just considered two models of bilingual lexical access that both assume that lexical selection is by competition. They differ mainly in whether or not lexical nodes in the non-target language are considered candidates for selection. If the answer is yes, as proposed by de Bot ([@B18]; see also de Bot and Schreuder, [@B19]; Poulisse, [@B74]; Green, [@B38]; La Heij, [@B54]), then the model must explain why overt presentation of the target's translation, which ought to be the strongest competitor, yields facilitation rather than interference. If the answer is no, then the model must explain why indirectly activating the target's translation yields interference rather than facilitation.

Without changing any of the fundamental characteristics of de Bot's ([@B18]) Multilingual Processing Model, it is possible to explain how the lemmas for [dog]{.smallcaps} and [perro]{.smallcaps} can compete for selection at the lexical level and yet still have a net facilitatory result from [perro]{.ul} as a distractor. As suggested by Hermans ([@B41]), all that must be assumed is that the net facilitatory effect is the sum of three component processes: semantic facilitation from [perro]{.ul} to [dog]{.smallcaps} through shared concepts, lexical competition between the lemmas for [perro]{.smallcaps} and [dog]{.smallcaps}, and more phonological facilitation from [dog]{.ul} than from [perro]{.ul}. That all three processes play a role is uncontroversial; the question simply concerns their relative contributions. If it is the case that the joint combination of semantic and phonological facilitation outweighs the competition between lemmas, then the MPM successfully handles all the data reviewed in this paper. This is certainly a plausible scenario, but it remains to be determined empirically. Recall that results from the semantic competitor priming paradigm have been interpreted as evidence that lexical inhibition is a much stronger and longer-lasting effect than semantic facilitation (Wheeldon and Monsell, [@B97]; Lee and Williams, [@B56]). However, the vast differences between these paradigms hinder the degree to which such straightforward comparisons are informative, and a firm conclusion awaits further research. One key step toward understanding these processes will be quantifying how strongly cascaded activation from the production system figures in phonological facilitation. To answer this question, one could compare the size of the phonological facilitation effect in response to distractors in the non-target language for bilinguals, which would seem like non-words to monolinguals. If the two groups differ, it cannot be due to differences in the phonological properties of the items, since both would have received the same perceptual input. Instead, any observed differences could be attributed to activation flowing through the production system in bilinguals but not monolinguals. Some evidence along these lines comes from the finding that bilinguals -- but not monolinguals -- are faster at naming pictures whose names in the non-target language are cognates (Costa et al., [@B9]). Likewise, bilinguals are slower to say that a given phoneme is not present in a picture's name if that phoneme is present in the picture's translation (Colomé, [@B4]). These data demonstrate that lexical nodes in the non-target language do become active at the phonological level through cascaded activation. Such cascaded phonological activation would be present for a distractor like [dog]{.ul} but absent for a distractor like [perro]{.ul}.

There are two ways to account for the problematic data in Costa's LSSM. First, if it were the case that lemmas in the non-target language did compete for selection, then the effect of distractors like [pear]{.ul} and [pelo]{.ul} would fall neatly out of the model. Although such a proposal would enable the model to account for the full range of data (pending the above-proposed solution for [perro]{.ul}'s facilitation), it greatly diminishes the model's distinctiveness, rendering it nearly identical to the MPM. Consequently, Costa et al. ([@B10]) opt for another solution. They suggest that perhaps distractors in the picture--word interference paradigm do not exert their effect only at the lexical level, but also at the sub-lexical level. That is, there may be competition not just among lemmas, but among lexemes as well. Their proposal leaves the details somewhat vague, but the reader is left to presume that -- in contrast to the MPM -- lexemes are no longer tagged for language membership, and therefore the presence of cross-language competition ceases to be a relevant question. Ultimately, however, this is not very different from the idea that elements in the non-target language do compete for selection, which again undermines the original motivation for the model.

We are left, then, with a certain degree of ambiguity about these results. Although a case can be made that the language non-specific MPM might be able to handle the data without major changes, it is not an empirical certainty. The LSSM might be modified to account for the data, but also depends on some yet-unproven assumptions. It seems worth questioning, then, whether these limitations might be due to some assumption that both models share. One recent proposal takes just such an approach.

Response exclusion hypothesis: Bilingual lexical selection without lexical competition
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In contrast to the previous two models, the Response Exclusion Hypothesis (REH) does not posit that competition for selection occurs at the lexical level. It accounts for reaction time effects by proposing a pre-articulatory buffer that considers each potential response as it becomes available. Because distractor words engage the articulatory system in a way that pictures do not, the distractor's speech plan will be the first to enter the buffer. Response times will therefore be fastest if the first potential response to arrive in the buffer is the target response ("dog"). In all other cases, the prepotent distractor response will first have to be dislodged or "excluded" from the buffer so that the next potential response can be evaluated. This theory finds intuitive appeal in the notion that selection is not logically necessary at the lexical level; in fact, evidence for cascaded activation indicates that non-selected words do become active at the phonological level. However, because humans have only one mouth, they can only speak one word at a time, and so selection must eventually happen prior to articulation. In addition, it is worth remembering that early theories of lexical selection in monolinguals assumed a non-competitive process, and only fell out of favor when they struggled to explain reaction time effects in picture--word experiments (e.g., Stemberger, [@B94]; Dell, [@B20]). As noted in the introduction, a number of investigators have recently offered accounts of these effects together with others that are problematic for accounts of selection by competition. However, these interpretations are still a matter of active debate, and an attempt to resolve them is far beyond the scope of this paper. I focus instead on examining how well the REH accounts for data from picture--word studies in bilinguals.

Currently, the only published treatment of bilingual lexical selection under the REH is from Finkbeiner et al. ([@B30]), who offer an account of several of the key findings above. To avoid the "hard problem" of bilingual access the bilingual version of the REH need only assume that the speaker's intent to speak the target language allows nodes in that language to accrue activation faster than nodes in the non-target language. Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"} presents a schematic illustration of the model.

![**A schematic illustration of the response selection model (Finkbeiner et al., [@B30])**. Lemma selection is accomplished by a threshold mechanism, rather than by competition. The speaker's intention to use English allows English lemmas to accrue activation faster. In PWI experiments, a distractor's name will be the first available response; naming latency is a function of how quickly a potential response can be rejected, allowing the target's speech plan to be articulated.](fpsyg-02-00381-g009){#F9}

The first effect that Finkbeiner et al. ([@B30]) explore is the "language effect": that is, why unrelated distractors belonging to the non-target language ([mesa]{.ul}) yield faster reaction times than unrelated distractors belonging to the target language ([table]{.ul}). According to the REH, one major determinant of how quickly a potential response can be excluded is its response-relevance. Although this construct could benefit from further clarification, the REH only needs to posit that (1) language membership is a response-relevant feature, and (2) response exclusion processes have access to the language membership of potential responses. If we accept those premises, then the REH makes the clear prediction that target language distractors should be harder to exclude than non-target language distractors, successfully accounting for the language effect.

The idea that distractors in the non-target language are easily excluded also allows the REH to predict that translation distractors ([perro]{.ul}) will yield facilitation rather than interference, as follows. If selection is by threshold instead of by competition, then anything that increases the activation of the target node will help the target's response to arrive at the pre-articulatory buffer faster than it otherwise would. Note that many of the things that increase activation of the target are also response-relevant, and therefore hard to exclude. However, a translation distractor ([perro]{.ul}) is a special case in which all of the target's features are activated (yielding semantic priming) while the response itself is not considered relevant, because it belongs to the non-target language. It can therefore be excluded as quickly as an unrelated non-target language distractor like [mesa]{.ul}, but semantic priming from featural overlap between [dog]{.smallcaps} and [perro]{.smallcaps} will end up yielding net facilitation. This neatly accounts for what has been taken to be the most problematic data for models where selection is by competition.

The third and final effect that Finkbeiner et al. ([@B30]) consider is the observation that distractors like [gato]{.ul} yield the same degree of semantic interference as distractors like [cat]{.ul}. Their explanation is reminiscent of the account I advanced above for competitive models. Namely, that since semantic interference *effects* are computed with reference to a same-language unrelated distractor, the effects of language membership cancel themselves out, and similar behavior should be expected from distractors like [cat]{.ul} and [gato]{.ul}.

However, this account is ultimately problematic for the REH, because it is inconsistent with the account given to explain why [perro]{.ul} yields facilitation. Recall that according to the REH, both [perro]{.ul} and [mesa]{.ul} are response-irrelevant and are thus excluded quickly. However, because [perro]{.ul} (and not [mesa]{.ul}) activates semantic features shared by the target [dog]{.smallcaps}, facilitation is observed. In order to be coherent, the REH must predict that the same principle should apply to a distractor like [gato]{.ul}. Because it belongs to the non-target language, it is response-irrelevant and should be excluded quickly, just like [mesa]{.ul}. However, because it shares semantic features with the target, the REH should instead predict *facilitation* through semantic priming, not interference. Interference is still expected from [cat]{.ul}, because [cat]{.smallcaps} shares response-relevant features (language membership, semantic features) with the target [dog]{.smallcaps}. The REH could successfully account for semantic interference from [gato]{.ul} if it discarded the idea that semantic overlap from response-irrelevant distractors led to facilitation via semantic priming. However, then it would lose the ability to account for why [perro]{.ul} yields facilitation, as well as a number of other facilitative effects in the PWI literature (e.g., Mahon et al., [@B65]). Alternatively, the REH could say that semantic overlap between targets and distractors *only* yields priming, such that shared semantic features do not make a potential response harder to exclude from the pre-articulatory buffer. However, this would render the REH incapable of accounting for traditional semantic interference effects. At present, it remains unclear how the REH could account for the fact that distractors like [perro]{.ul} yield facilitation while distractors like [gato]{.ul} yield interference.

Observations of phonological facilitation might also pose problems for the REH. To the best of my knowledge, the published literature does not contain any accounts of phonological facilitation under the REH -- a gap that will be important to fill. Broadly speaking, there are two logical possibilities. If response exclusion processes are sensitive to phonological overlap between the distractor and the target, then it ought to be more difficult to exclude a distractor that shares the target's phonology. This would predict that a distractor like [doll]{.ul}, which is response-relevant and shares the target's phonology, should yield slower reaction times than a distractor like [table]{.ul}. This prediction stands in contrast to the empirical observation of facilitation for phonologically related distractors. (The predictions for distractors like [dama]{.ul}, which are phonologically related to the target but not response-relevant, are less clear. Based on the explanation of the language effect for unrelated distractors, the REH might predict that [dama]{.ul} should confer *more* facilitation, since it can be more quickly rejected and yet it confers priming to the target response. This conflicts with the observation that same-language distractors like [doll]{.ul} yield stronger facilitation, but one could attribute that to phonological representations being only partially shared between languages.) Alternatively, it is conceivable that response exclusion processes are *not* sensitive to phonology; under this account, phonological facilitation arises because even excluded responses pass activation on to the motor level; thus, when the target response activates some of the same motor units, the response can be executed faster (Finkbeiner, personal communication). This account does satisfactorily explain phonological facilitation (including its late timecourse), but it seems odd to postulate that response exclusion processes wait to operate until responses are phonologically well-formed, but then do not consider phonological form in deciding which responses to exclude. This is also at odds with evidence from Dhooge and Hartsuiker ([@B21]) who link response exclusion to monitoring, which is believed to be sensitive to phonological form (Postma, [@B73]). Thus, the REH may be able to account for phonological facilitation, but it is hardly an intuitive consequence of the model's architecture.

A successful theory must also explain why distractors like [muñeca]{.ul} produce weak facilitation. Recall that theories of selection by competition accounted for facilitation from distractors like [muñeca]{.ul} because they would be expected to activate their target language translation ([doll]{.smallcaps}), which shares phonology with the target, [dog]{.smallcaps}. These models made clear predictions that phonological facilitation should be expected. I have just argued that the REH is not as clear in its predictions about phonological facilitation; however, even if the model succeeds in account for facilitation from distractors like [doll]{.ul}, then the REH must still explain how a response-irrelevant distractor like [muñeca]{.ul} manages to activate its translation ([doll]{.smallcaps}) so strongly or so quickly that "doll" arrives at the pre-articulatory buffer before "dog" does. This would be the only way for it to prime the motor commands for /da/ such that they are already active by the time "dog" is released for production.

A further challenge is posed by distractors that are semantically unrelated to the target, but might activate the target's translation (e.g., [pear]{.ul} or [pelo]{.ul}, which might both activate [perro]{.smallcaps}). According to the REH, [pear]{.ul} and [table]{.ul} are equally response-irrelevant and should not differ. The same goes for [pelo]{.ul} and [mesa]{.ul}. Thus, these distractors should not yield any reliable effects -- especially those that are in the non-target language, and should hence be quickly discarded. Even if the REH had a mechanism for distractor words to activate their translations and send them quickly to the pre-articulatory buffer, the outcome to be expected here would be facilitation, since activating [perro]{.smallcaps} directly is found to be facilitative. However, the data indicate that both target language distractors ([pear]{.ul}) and non-target language distractors ([pelo]{.ul}) yield interference. There is not, at present, any explanation for these effects under the REH. Note that this difficulty also applies to similar results in monolinguals, such as interference from [soda]{.ul} to COUCH (Jescheniak and Schriefers, [@B50])[^3^](#fn3){ref-type="fn"}.

In summary, we have seen that the REH succeeds in accounting for only a subset of the empirical data, including the "language effect" and facilitation from distractors like [perro]{.ul}. It might also be successful in accounting for phonological facilitation, both within ([doll]{.ul}) and between ([dama]{.ul}) languages, but the mechanisms by which this would happen would contradict the spirit of the model and have not yet been made explicit. The remainder of the bilingual picture naming data are problematic for the REH. First, it predicts that distractors in the non-target language which share semantic features with the target should yield facilitation. While [perro]{.ul} does yield facilitation, [gato]{.ul} yields interference. There are ways to modify the REH such that it predicts interference from [perro]{.ul} or facilitation from [gato]{.ul}; however, these modifications will always end up predicting that [perro]{.ul} and [gato]{.ul} should behave similarly, whereas the empirical data reveal them to have opposite effects. The REH encounters further difficulty when dealing with mediated effects, including distractors like [muñeca]{.ul} (activates [doll]{.smallcaps}), [pear]{.ul} (activates [perro]{.smallcaps}), and [pelo]{.ul} (activates [perro]{.smallcaps}). Common to all these cases is the necessity that related but non-presented responses would not only become active but in fact arrive in the pre-articulatory buffer *ahead* of the target response, "dog." Even if the necessary modifications were made, the theory would still predict interference from [muñeca]{.ul} (because "doll" should be hard to exclude when you are trying to say "dog"), and facilitation from [pear]{.ul} and [pelo]{.ul}, because they activate [perro]{.smallcaps}, which facilitates through semantic priming. The empirical data, however, indicate precisely the opposite pattern: facilitation from [muñeca]{.ul} and interference from [pear]{.ul} and [pelo]{.ul}.

In view of this evidence, the response selection model fares rather poorly at accounting for bilinguals' picture naming data, and the phenomena for which it does account may not be particularly problematic for models where selection is by competition at the lexical level. However, it is worth considering a unique and as-yet untested prediction of the REH.

Recall that part of the justification for shifting the locus of competition from the lexical to the phonological level is that there is necessarily competition for production in a bilingual with only one set of articulators. A Spanish--English bilingual simply cannot say both "dog" and a semantic competitor like "gato" at the same time. However, bimodal bilinguals (those who are proficient in both a spoken and a signed language) have two independent sets of articulators. Therefore, the critical test would be to ask bimodal bilinguals to *sign* the names of pictures in the presence of written or spoken distractor words. The REH predicts that semantically related distractors would yield facilitation, if anything, whereas selection by competition predicts that they should experience interference. Research on language production in bimodal bilinguals is just beginning, and extant evidence leaves both possibilities open. In natural conversation and story retelling, bimodal bilinguals prefer to code-*blend*, rather than to code-*switch*; that is, they frequently produce a spoken word *and* its signed translation (Naughton, [@B69]; Emmorey et al., [@B26]). In a more controlled setting, code-blending incurred no costs (in reaction time or error rate) compared to producing English alone or ASL alone (Emmorey et al., under review). This was the case for both early and late ASL--English bilinguals. These findings demonstrate that when bilinguals have more than one set of articulators, they do sometimes choose to produce items in more than one language, which is consistent with the late locus of selection posited by non-competitive theories. On the other hand, it is clear from these same results that there is a very tight coupling of mouth and hand in code-blends for both meaning and timing, and there may be strong limitations on what types of words can be selected in a code-blend without incurring a cost (e.g., translation-equivalents only?). Also, when ASL is the matrix language in natural discourse, English rarely intrudes, suggesting a role of inhibition. These latter findings are more consistent with competitive theories. In sum, this is a young area of research that clearly merits further investigation. Testing picture--word interference in bimodal bilinguals should be a particularly illuminating area to explore.

Discussion
==========

Understanding the dynamics of lexical selection in bilinguals is important for the practical reason that bilinguals constitute a global majority, and for the theoretical reason that bilingualism can and should inform psycholinguistic theories of lexical access. One theoretical issue that is currently controversial concerns whether lexical access is competitive. If so, does competition occur between nodes in all of a speaker's languages, or only between nodes in the target language? If lexical access is not competitive, does the REH account for the data, or do we need to look elsewhere?

On the basis of the available evidence, I have argued that models of selection by competition can account for the extant data in bilingual picture naming, with minor modification. The most serious challenge to these theories concerns the fact that when a target's translation is presented as a distractor, reaction times are faster, not slower. However, this can be explained if facilitation from semantic priming (assumed to exist by all theories) outweighs interference from lexical competition. At present, I know of no published work that directly tests this hypothesis; this will be an important gap to fill. One approach could be to isolate the contribution of cascaded activation from the lexical level. A starting point here will be to measure the strength of phonological facilitation for monolinguals and bilinguals on the same set of items, where the distractors are phonologically related words in the non-target language. Bilinguals will have lexical entries for these, whereas monolinguals will not. Therefore, the measure to which phonological facilitation differs between bilinguals and monolinguals can serve as an index of the contribution of cascading activation from the lexical level, independent of direct input-to-output mappings.

I have argued that there is little evidence to justify the assumption that lexical competition for selection is limited to nodes in the target language. One major impetus was to account for the observation that semantically related distractors in the target and non-target language (e.g., [cat]{.ul} and [gato]{.ul}) interfered to the same degree. However, I have shown here that (a) equal-sized semantic interference effects are predicted by models where competition is *not* language-specific, (b) that the LSSM's assumptions about the nature of phonological facilitation are unnecessary, and (c) the model makes the wrong predictions about distractors that indirectly activate the target's translation (e.g., [pear]{.ul} and [pelo]{.ul}). Another motivation driving the LSSM was to explain why [perro]{.ul} yields facilitation rather than interference. Again, models where selection is by competition throughout both languages may be able to handle this result.

Finally, I considered the REH, and argued that it fails to account for interference from [gato]{.ul}, [pelo]{.ul}, and [pear]{.ul}, nor does it readily predict facilitation from [doll]{.ul}, [dama]{.ul}, or [muñeca]{.ul}. It does account for facilitation from [perro]{.ul} and faster reaction times for [mesa]{.ul} compared to [table]{.ul}, but neither of these findings was necessarily problematic for theories where selection is by competition. The data from bilinguals would therefore seem to argue against the REH, at least in its current instantiation. However, the REH also makes an as-yet untested prediction: that when bimodal bilinguals name picture in a sign language, they should experience either nothing or facilitation from semantically related distractors, since the distractor word would not compete for the manual articulators. Conversely, selection for competition predicts that bimodal bilinguals should experience semantic interference.

It may be objected that my argument here focuses on only a subset of the empirical literature, and that the replicability of some of the effects reviewed here has been questioned. This latter criticism applies chiefly to two types of distractors: [pear]{.ul}, which has been tested only twice (Hermans et al., [@B43], Expt 1; Knupsky and Amrhein, [@B51]), and [muñeca]{.ul}, which has been tested three times (Costa et al., [@B11]; Hermans, [@B42]; Knupsky and Amrhein, [@B51]) with mixed results. The literature would therefore benefit from additional investigation of these distractor types, including the publication of sufficiently powered failures to replicate. But it is also worth remembering that some effects, especially mediated ones, are predicted by one theory to be small and by another theory to be impossible. In such cases, mixed evidence favors the theory that predicts small effects rather than no effects.

With regard to the former objection, I acknowledge that the scope of the theories I discuss here is far broader than simply the domain of picture naming in the context of various distractors. For example, there is a rich and varied literature on language switching in bilinguals, asking whether switching or mixing costs can inform theories of lexical selection (e.g., Meuter and Allport, [@B66]; Costa and Santesteban, [@B12]; Costa et al., [@B13]; Finkbeiner et al., [@B31]; Abutalebi and Green, [@B1]; Kroll et al., [@B52]; Gollan and Ferreira, [@B34]; Garbin et al., [@B32]). A truly successful theory will be able to integrate data from other paradigms as well. Even within the picture--word studies of monolinguals, manipulations of semantic distance (Vigliocco et al., [@B96]; Mahon et al., [@B65]; Lee and de Zubicaray, [@B55]) and delayed naming (Janssen et al., [@B49]; Mädebach et al., [@B62]) have been central to the development of recent theories. It will be important for future studies to test whether similar results are obtained in bilingual speakers. However, one of my aims has been to demonstrate that even the limited data we currently have from picture naming in bilinguals are helpful in constraining theories of lexical access.

Still, one might ask whether the conclusions would be different if we were to examine a broader range of behavioral and neurocognitive data. While other areas of the literature yield mixed results concerning the finer points of the various competitive models (see, for example, Costa and Santesteban, [@B12]; Finkbeiner et al., [@B31]), behavioral and neuroimaging data from other paradigms do generally favor competitive over non-competitive theories of lexical selection. Behavioral evidence from studies of picture naming, language switching, and cognate effects, points to inhibition at work during bilingual lexical selection (for a review, see Kroll et al., [@B52]). Evidence from cognate naming is particularly relevant to consider because picture--word and language switching studies can be criticized for forcing overt engagement of both languages in a way that natural production may not. Cognate studies avoid this criticism by having the task be ostensibly restricted to one language; thus, any evidence of cross-language activation is presumably a natural part of bilingual lexical access. Under the assumption that lexical selection is competitive, cognate facilitation effects (Costa et al., [@B9]; Hoshino and Kroll, [@B45]) support models where competition is not restricted to the target language. However, the REH also predict that bilinguals should name cognates faster than non-cognates, because cognate names can be quickly rejected as belonging to the non-target language, but still activate phonological properties of the intended response. Thus, since both theories can account for some aspects of the behavioral data, it may be helpful to look to neuroimaging and electrophysiological evidence to fill out the picture. Here, the data provide converging evidence for competition during bilingual lexical selection (Verhoef et al., [@B95]; Riès et al., [@B80]; Aristei et al., [@B2]; Hoshino and Thierry, [@B46]; for reviews of earlier studies, see Abutalebi and Green, [@B1]; Kroll et al., [@B52]). Moreover, recent attempts to find neurocognitive support for the REH have been unsuccessful (Hocking et al., [@B44]; Aristei et al., [@B2]; Janssen et al., [@B48]). In fact, the strongest findings in support of non-competitive theories come from picture naming studies in monolinguals (Miozzo and Caramazza, [@B67]; Finkbeiner and Caramazza, [@B29]; Mahon et al., [@B65]; Janssen et al., [@B49]; Dhooge and Hartsuiker, [@B22]): the very domain where I have argued that data from bilinguals pose a strong challenge to the REH. It is worth noting once more that the REH is not co-extensive with non-competitive theories of lexical access; other non-competitive theories may yet be developed that fare better. However, in the current absence of alternative accounts, and in the presence of competitive theories with more empirical support, I see little reason to abandon the notion of lexical selection by competition, especially if we pay attention to bilinguals.

Conclusion
==========

In addition to being the global norm, bilinguals afford unique ways of exploring the dynamics of lexical selection. Two currently contested theories (selection by competition vs. response exclusion) make different predictions about how quickly bilinguals should name pictures in the context of various distractors. I have shown that models where selection is by competition across a bilingual's languages (e.g., the Multilingual Processing Model; Hermans, [@B42]) do well at accounting for the data, and that results that have previously been considered damaging to these theories are either unproblematic (equal-sized semantic interference from [cat]{.ul} and [gato]{.ul}, faster RTs to [mesa]{.ul} than to [table]{.ul}) or manageable with additional assumptions (net facilitation from [perro]{.ul}). I have argued that there is little empirical justification for positing that selection for competition needs to be restricted to the target language only, as in the LSSM (Costa, [@B6]). Finally, I have explored how the REH (Finkbeiner et al., [@B30]; Mahon et al., [@B65]) might account for the full range of picture--word data in bilinguals, and found that it does not meet with much success. Along the way, I have highlighted areas where the empirical evidence is weak, and have suggested several new avenues of investigation that may prove fruitful. Insofar as the goal is to understand how all humans manage to select the right words at the right time, we would do well to keep bilinguals in mind.
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^1^Throughout this paper, distractor words will be [underlined]{.ul}, lexical nodes will be [capitalized]{.smallcaps}, distractor translations will be *italicized*, and potential responses will appear in quotations. English represents any target language; Spanish represents any non-target language.

^2^The fact that [pelo]{.ul} leads to stronger competition than [pear]{.ul} is likely due to the greater match between phonemes within a language than between languages. [Pelo]{.ul} would more strongly activate its neighbor perro, which predicts stronger competition than in the [pear]{.smallcaps} case.
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